
Rustage - Watch &#39;Em All Burn

{Verse 1: Rustage}

I've been doing it from BC

Genesis, got a long list on my CV

Feminist, when I teabag, get it PG

Boutta go down, spit ahead like a CD's

There's a plague in the streets, and they need me

Terminate, and I spray like graphite

Cut a wave like a fox on the TV

When a sex bangs, then I'm out like it's Chi Chi

Fucking with the son of God, I ain't Jesus

Got it to the core, rotting like sake Eden's

Blow them in the door, they're nothing but gatekeepers

Bitch, I've been heaven since stocking my saint PR

Lotta coming out from the rose like hey fever

Blinded by my talent, they're looking for fate fears

Basis of my posse, I roam with the same features

Leave a Star Morning as sick as the daydreamers, ha

{Chorus: Jonathan Young}

I've been here since the beginning, all this fucking verse

See the panic in the scene, and I'll go make 'em hurt

There ain't no better in Hell and no Heaven, the one

That's gonna watch 'em all burn

{Refrain: Jonathan Young}

I'm gonna watch 'em all burn

{Verse 2: Rustage}

Not a big league battle

They be looking up like the Sistine Chapel

Caught 'em by the throat - way I bit these apples

I can say what I want, they can't get me canceled



You ain't ever speaking my language, it's so babble

Look at how I'm leading a damage they can't handle

Switching to a different dynamic, they both channels

'Cause whether you're talking tough, then it blocking down the barrel like

Everybody acting so cocky until I dropped in

Barrage is the pronounce you're given because you're not him

Throwing back your demons, endeavours will make you soft skin

Turning them a boilers - way that they up in coffins

Gotta fucking murder your family and your offspring

I ain't letting anyone blow up like it's a cough ring

Bitch, I'm at this always so fly, this get me cold wings

You may be wearing the crown, but you're not king

{Chorus: Jonathan Young}

I've been here since the beginning, all this fucking verse

See the panic in the scene, and I'll go make 'em hurt

There ain't no better in Hell and no Heaven, the one

That's gonna watch 'em all burn

{Bridge: Rustage}

Can't even fathom

Say what I want, and I'm making it happen

Don't wanna front, but my famous apparent

You're not even close to the space in the cabin

I'm every scale, every secret and talent

I'm every bit, every piece of the atom

I'm everything that will breathing this planet

So know who you are when you speaking to Adam

{Chorus: Jonathan Young}

I've been here since the beginning, all this fucking verse

See the panic in the scene, and I'll go make 'em hurt

There ain't no better in Hell and no Heaven, the one

That's gonna watch 'em all burn



I've been here since the beginning, all this fucking verse

See the panic in the scene, and I'll go make 'em hurt

There ain't no better in Hell and no Heaven, the one

That's gonna watch 'em all burn

{Outro: Jonathan Young}

I'm gonna watch 'em all burn

I'm gonna watch 'em all burn


